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Abstract—Small heat shock proteins (sHSPs) are highly divergent in primary sequences, with short conserved motifs found
in various subfamilies. Here a Pro-Gly doublet was found to be conserved in most non-animal sHSPs by sequence analysis
of a total of 344 unique sHSPs (covering the subfamilies: bacterial class A, bacterial class B, archae, fungi, plant, and animal) placed in data banks. In contrast, the residues corresponding to this Pro-Gly doublet in most of animal sHSPs are often
charged. Site-directed mutagenesis studies of Mycobacterium tuberculosis Hsp16.3 replacing the Gly (at position 59) residue
by Cys or Trp demonstrate that this Gly is likely involved in subunit interactions, which is consistent with that in
Methanococcus jannaschii Hsp16.5 and wheat Hsp16.9. Our data suggest that this Pro-Gly doublet in Hsp16.3 is not directly involved in binding of denatured substrate proteins, whereas the corresponding charged residues in bovine α-crystallin
were instead proposed before to be involved in substrate binding. These observations indicate that the highly conserved ProGly doublet is critical to discriminate between non-animal and animal sHSPs.
DOI: 10.1134/S0006297906130141
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Small heat shock proteins (sHSPs), as one subclass
of molecular chaperones, have been found in almost all
organisms [1]. Studies performed in vitro have demonstrated that sHSPs are able to exhibit chaperone-like
activities and even to enhance the refolding of denatured
proteins with help from other chaperone systems, such as
Hsp70/Hsp40 [2-4]. In primary sequence comparison,
sHSPs are characterized by having a relatively conserved
α-crystallin domain [5-7]. Nevertheless, sHSPs have
diverged much more during evolution than the large
HSPs like Hsp90, Hsp70, and Hsp60 [1, 5, 7].
Conserved sequence motifs have been revealed in the
whole family or various subfamilies of sHSPs. Such
Abbreviations: DTT) dithiothreitol; DTNB) 5,5′-dithiobis(2nitrobenzoic acid); sHSPs) small heat shock proteins; L57C,
G59C, and D61C) the Hsp16.3 mutant proteins with Leu57,
Gly59, and Asp61, respectively, substituted by cysteine; G59A
and G59W) the Hsp16.3 mutant proteins with Gly59 substituted by alanine and tryptophan, respectively.
* To whom correspondence should be addressed.

motifs conserved in the whole family include the IXI/V
motif in the C-terminal extension [8] and consensus I
region represented by the sequence of Pro-(X14)-Gly-ValLeu in the C-termini of the α-crystallin domain [7, 9-11],
those conserved in plant sHSPs include the consensus II
region represented by the sequence of Pro-(X14)-XVal/Leu/Ile-Val/Leu in the N-termini of the α-crystallin
domain [9, 10], and those conserved in animal sHSPs
include the sequence of SRLFDQFFG in the N-terminal
region [5, 11]. Biochemical studies have implicated
important structural and functional roles of these motifs
for sHSPs [8, 12-14].
The Pro-Gly doublet, located at the N-terminal end
of the α-crystallin domain, was previously revealed to be
conserved in plant and bacterial sHSPs [11, 15]. Here the
sequence analysis of a total of 344 unique sHSP
sequences demonstrates that this Pro-Gly doublet is
actually highly conserved in almost all non-animal
sHSPs. Site-directed mutagenesis studies through
Mycobacterium tuberculosis Hsp16.3 demonstrate that
the Pro-Gly doublet is very likely involved in subunit
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interaction but is not directly involved in binding of denatured substrate proteins. These observations will enrich
our insights into the evolution of sHSPs from the perspective of protein structure, function, and action mechanism.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Materials. Dithiothreitol (DTT), 5,5′-dithiobis(2nitrobenzoic acid) (DTNB), and insulin were all obtained
from Sigma (USA). MutantBest Kit was purchased from
TaKaRa Biotechnology (Dalian, China). DEAESepharose FastFlow and Q-Sepharose High Performance
for chromatography were obtained from Amersham
Pharmacia Biotech (Sweden). All other chemical
reagents were of analytical purity.
Sequence analysis. All the available amino acid
sequences of sHSPs were downloaded from the mirror
website of SWISSPROT and TREMBL databases in
China (available at http://cn.expasy.org). The fragments
and the duplicated sequences were discarded manually
and the remaining 344 unique proteins, named by either
SWISS_PROT or TREMBL accession number, were
grouped as bacteria class A and B [16], archaea, fungi,
plant, animal, and other non-animal eukaryotes. The 344
amino acid sequences were aligned using Clustalx (version 1.7).
Plasmid construction and protein purification. The
single-site mutants of Hsp16.3 (L57C, G59C, D61C,
G59A, G59W) were constructed according to methods
described before [17]. The wild type, L57C and D61C
mutant Hsp16.3 proteins were purified according to procedures previously described [17, 18]. For the purification
of the G59C mutant Hsp16.3 protein, the supernatant of
cell lysates was loaded onto a DEAE-Sepharose FastFlow
column pre-equilibrated with 50 mM imidazole-HCl
(pH 6.5) and was then eluted with a salt gradient of 0.150.35 M NaCl. The fractions containing G59C were
pooled, dialyzed against 20 mM Tris-HCl (pH 8.5), and
loaded onto a Q-Sepharose high performance column
before elution with a salt gradient of 0.15-0.4 M NaCl.
The G59W and G59A mutant proteins were purified similarly, with both being eluted with a salt gradient of 0.120.25 M NaCl from the DEAE column, and the G59W was
eluted with a 0.15-0.3 M and G59A with a 0.15-0.4 M salt
gradient from the Q-Sepharose column. The purified
proteins were dialyzed in deionized water, lyophilized,
and stored at –20°C before further analysis. Protein concentrations were determined using the Bio-Rad Protein
Assay.
DTNB modification. The exposure status of Cys59 in
the G59C mutant Hsp16.3 protein was detected by using
DTNB modification as described previously [19]. The
optical density of the mixture of protein (1 mg/ml), urea
at various concentrations, and DTNB (0.2 mM), dis-

solved in 50 mM sodium phosphate buffer (pH 7.0), was
recorded on a UV-8500 spectrophotometer (Shanghai
Techcomp, China) at 412 nm.
Tryptophan intrinsic fluorescence assay. The intrinsic
fluorescence of tryptophan in the G59W mutant Hsp16.3
protein was scanned between 300-400 nm while excited at
279 nm on a Hitachi F-4500 fluorescence spectrophotometer, which was connected to a water bath (Boyikang
Inc., China). To monitor the urea-induced exposure of
tryptophan, the G59W mutant protein (0.2 mg/ml)
unfolded by various concentrations of urea from 0.2 to
7 M for 15 h was subjected to fluorescence assay. To monitor the heat-induced exposure of tryptophan, the G59W
protein (0.1 mg/ml) was incubated (ranging from 25 to
73°C) at each temperature for 5 min before fluorescence
assay was performed.
Chemical cross-linking by glutaraldehyde. Glutaraldehyde (0.5%) and Hsp16.3 proteins (0.2 mg/ml) were
reacted at 25°C in 50 mM sodium phosphate buffer
(pH 7.0) for 1 or 10 min. The reactions were stopped by
quenching with 1 M Tris-HCl for 10 min. The crosslinked samples were analyzed by SDS-PAGE (12%).
Chaperone-like activity assay. Chaperone-like activities of the Hsp16.3 wild type and mutant proteins
(0.3 mg/ml, wild type, G59A, or G59W) were assayed by
measuring their capacity to suppress the DTT-induced
(20 mM) aggregation of insulin (0.3 mg/ml) at different
temperatures (from 25 to 65°C). The measurements were
performed with the UV-8500 spectrophotometer as
described previously [20, 21].

RESULTS
Sequence alignment reveals a Pro-Gly doublet highly
conserved in non-animal sHSPs. The sequence alignment
of 344 sHSPs unanimously identified a highly conserved
doublet Pro-Gly in the non-animal sHSPs (data presented in Table 1, Fig. 1a, and supplementary data in Fig. 2).
The 344 unique sHSP sequences were obtained from the
SWISSPROT and TREMBL databases, covering the
seven subfamilies of sHSPs, i.e., bacterial class A (32
sequences), bacterial class B (64), archaea (35), fungi
(10), plant (115), animal (79), and other eukaryotes (9)
(see supplementary data in Table 2). The corresponding
positions of the Pro-Gly doublet are, instead, often occupied by charged residues in animal sHSPs (Table 1 and
Fig. 2). One exception among the non-animal sHSPs is
that most of the members of the bacteria class A sHSPs
have an Ala at the position of the highly conserved Pro
(Fig. 2), somehow suggesting a distinct evolutionary history of bacterial class A sHSPs from the rest of the nonanimal sHSPs. Additionally, the sequence alignments
(Fig. 2) also revealed that the two residues sandwiching
the Pro-Gly doublet in almost all the sHSPs are
hydrophobic.
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Table 1. The conserved Pro-Gly doublet in non-animal sHSPsa
Bacterial class A

Bacterial class B

Archaea

Fungi

Plant

Animal

Other eukaryotesb

Total number

32

64

35

10

115

79

9

Pro

4c

64

32

10

114

1d

9

113

d

9

Subfamily

Gly

32

64

33

10

5

a

The data in this table were obtained from the sequence alignment results displayed in Fig. 2.
These eukaryotes contain three kingdoms: Alveolata (seven sequences), Entamoebidae (one sequence), Rhodophyta (one sequence).
c
The corresponding residue is Ala, instead of Pro, in 26 out of 32 members of bacterial class A sHSPs.
d
The residues corresponding to Pro and Gly are charged residues, respectively, in 38 and 51 out of 79 members of animal sHSPs.

b

Inter-subunit disulfide bond is formed spontaneously
in the G59C mutant Hsp16.3 protein having a buried
Cys59 residue. What are the structural and functional
roles of the highly conserved Pro-Gly doublet in non-ani-

a

58

mal sHSPs? Hints were first sought by examining the spatial positions of this Pro-Gly doublet in the crystal structures of archaea M. jannaschii Hsp16.5 and plant wheat
Hsp16.9 [22, 23]. This reveals that they are located in a
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Fig. 1. Characterization of the G59C mutant Hsp16.3 protein. a) Sequence alignment of representative sHSPs, covering bacterial class B
(M. tuberculosis Hsp16.3), bacterial class A (E. coli IbpA), archaea (M. jannaschii Hsp16.5), plant (pea Hsp18.1 and wheat Hsp16.9), fungi
(yeast Hsp26), and animal (the other four sequences). For simplicity, only a part of the residues are shown here. The secondary structure
elements were arbitrarily assigned according to the crystal structure of M. jannaschii Hsp16.5 [22]. The consensus II region identified in
plant sHSPs [10] is shown here. b) SDS-PAGE analysis results for the G59C, L57C, and D61C mutant Hsp16.3 proteins with DTT added
in half of the loaded samples (lanes 2, 4, and 6). Positions of the dimers (lane 3) generated by the spontaneous formation of disulfide bonds
in the G59C mutant protein and monomers are indicated by the arrows on the right. c) The crystal structure of Hsp16.5 dimer (cartoon
model). The black, dark gray, and light gray balls are Gly62, Asn64, and Leu60 in Hsp16.5, respectively, which correspond to Gly59, Asp61,
and Leu57 in Hsp16.3, respectively. d) The time-dependent change in the absorption (at 412 nm) of DTNB (added to a final concentration of 0.2 mM) during its reaction with sulfhydryl groups of the G59C mutant Hsp16.3 protein (1 mg/ml) monitored at room temperature
in the presence of different urea concentrations (0, 1, 4, and 8 M urea for the curves 1, 2, 3, and 4, respectively).
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Fig. 2. Sequence alignment of seven sHSPs subfamilies. The full sequences of 344 sHSPs (with names shown in Table 2 including bacterial class A and B, archaea, fungi, plant, animal, and other eukaryote sHSPs) were aligned using Clustalx. For simplicity, only the Pro-Gly
doublet and its neighboring residues are shown here.
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Table 2. Total sHSPs (344 unique sequences)
(Bacterial class A, 32a)
HSPA_BRAJAb HSPB_BRAJA HSPD_BRAJA HSPH_BRAJA HSPE_BRAJA IBPA_ECOLI Q8XGW7 Q7VQU7 Q87TQ1
Q7MQJ3 Q9KVX0 Q8EET9 Q98H48 Q8FXL4 Q8U943 Q89CQ6 Q92VA9 Q8UKP8 Q98II5 Q98P38 Q8ZL03 Q8Z2L8
IBPB_ECOLI IBPB_AZOVI Q9AMN8 Q98GS9 Q8UIC2 Q89WG1 IBP_BUCAI IBP_BUCAP IBP_BUCTS Q8ZPY6
(Bacterial class B, 64)
HS19_RICCN HS19_RICPR ASP1_STRTR O52190 Q9X9C3 ASP2_STRTR Q9X9N3 Q81QZ9 Q81DY2 HS16_ONYPE
Q8G6R2 HS18_CLOAB Q890A7 Q88SP7 14KD_MYCTU Q8KY67 18K1_MYCIT 18KD_MYCLE 18K2_MYCIT
18K1_MYCAV 18K2_MYCAV Q82QP6 Q82Q29 HS18_STRAL Q7WSY3 Q9RVB5 Q8Z017 Q8DKI6 Q8F5V3 Q7UF81
SP21_STIAU Q8PNC2 Q8PBS2 Q87C16 Q82T55 Q83CE9 Q9ZFD1 Q9WYK7 Q98IT5 Q92VB0 Q98II6 P70919 HSPC_BRAJA
O69243 HSPF_BRAJA Q92Z87 Q8R745 Q9KFJ9 O67316 Q7NYU5 Q8AAA0 Q8A8R3 Q7NH34 Q88U58 HS15_LEPIN
Q98DG0 O53673 Q7U3R4 Q81DZ3 Q8EMZ6 YOCM_BACSU COTP_BACSU Q7WMZ1 Q9RTR5
(Archaea, 35)
HSPS_METJA Q9C4M2 O59514 Q9YFZ9 Q9YAJ0 Q9HSS6 Q9HSD8 Q9HP75 Q9HP50 Q9HKX2 Q9HJU9 Q9HHW1 Q97W19
Q97VL9 Q97AM1 Q979Z6 Q974V6 Q970D9 Q8ZVI0 Q8ZTS4 Q8ZTN4 Q9P9K5 O28308 O28973 O26947 Q9V1L0 Q8TUD5
Q8TK35 Q8THE4 Q8THE3 Q8TZC8 Q8PZK9 Q8PXG4 Q8PXG3 Q8PX03
(Fungi, 10)
HS16_SCHP HS26_YEAST HS30_EMENI HS30_NEUCR HS42_YEAST Q8NJ78 Q8TG38 O74984 Q7S0S7 Q7RW96
(Plant, 115)
HS11_ARATH HS11_CHERU HS11_DAUCA HS11_HELAN HS11_LYCES HS11_MEDSA HS11_ORYSA HS11_PEA
HS11_SOYBN HS11_WHEAT HS12_ARATH HS12_DAUCA HS12_MEDSA HS12_ORYSA HS13_ARATH HS13_SOYBN
HS14_SOYBN HS15_SOYBN HS16_SOYBN HS21_ARATH HS21_HELAN HS21_MAIZE HS21_PEA HS21_PHANI
HS21_SOYBN HS22_MAIZE HS22_PHANI HS23_MAIZE HS2C_ARATH HS2C_CHERU HS2C_CHLRE HS2C_LYCES
HS2C_PEA HS2C_PETHY HS2C_SOYBN HS2C_WHEAT HS2M_ARATH HS2M_PEA HS2M_SOYBN HS41_PEA
HS41_SOYBN Q8W541 Q43543 Q8L7T2 Q40698 Q9ZSX9 O82545 P93440 P93439 Q40057 Q96489 Q9SRD6 O64564 Q9LGS1
Q9M566 O82149 Q9XGS6 Q40056 Q40826 Q39820 Q9ZP25 Q9ZW31 O64960 O49710 O24082 Q9ZSX7 Q39819 Q40847
Q9M6R2 Q43545 Q9ZSX8 Q9ZP24 Q9ZSY0 Q9SE12 Q41028 O49962 Q39930 O23640 Q8L470 Q40852 Q94KM0 Q9LS37
Q96458 Q43544 Q9ZSY1 Q943E7 O80432 Q9ZSZ0 O48898 Q9SE11 Q943Q3 Q8W007 Q8LCB4 Q943E6 Q8LMQ7 O81961
Q8H288 Q8H1A6 Q8GWH1 Q8GV39 Q8GV37 Q8GV36 Q8GV35 O81822 Q9FHQ3 Q9LNW0 Q38806 Q84J50 O24247 Q9SYU9
Q9SYV0 Q9SYU8 Q9FGM9 Q7XY72 Q7XE46
(Animal, 79)
CRA2_MESAU CRAA_HUMAN CRAA_ALLMI CRAA_ANAPL CRAA_CHICK CRAA_ARTJA CRAA_BALAC
CRAA_RANCA CRAA_RANES CRAA_ASTFA CRAA_SQUAC CRAA_ZALCA CRAB_MESAU CRAB_HUMAN
CRAB_ANAPL CRAB_BOVIN CRAB_CHICK CRAB_RANCA CRAB_SPAJD CRAB_SQUAC EFL2_DROME
HS11_CAEEL HS12_CAEEL HS16_CAEEL HS17_CAEEL HS20_NIPBR HS22_DROME HS23_DROME HS26_DROME
HS27_DROME HS30_ONCTS HS3C_XENLA HS3D_XENLA HS6A_DROME HS6C_DROME HSB1_CANFA
HSB1_CHICK HSB1_CRILO HSB1_HUMAN HSB1_MOUSE HSB1_POELU HSB1_RAT HSB2_HUMAN HSB2_MOUSE
HSB2_RAT HSB3_HUMAN HSB3_MOUSE HSB3_RAT HSB6_HUMAN HSB6_RAT HSB7_HUMAN HSB7_MOUSE
HSB8_HUMAN HSB8_MOUSE HSB8_RAT HSB9_HUMAN HSB9_MOUSE OV21_ONCVO OV22_ONCVO P40_SCHMA
YKZ1_CAEEL Q96EI7 O44112 Q93141 Q27922 O01718 Q17268 Q9GT43 Q20165 Q93889 Q86NK3 Q86GU1 Q86G69 Q7YZT0
Q7YWK0 Q7YT58 Q7YT57 Q864Y6 O13225
(Other eukaryote, 9)
Q9BHC0 Q9BMF0 Q8IES0 Q8IB02 Q7YWK6 Q7RS01 Q7RLW1 Q8MZU6 Q7XZ71
a
b

The total number of sHSPs in each subfamily is indicated.
The name of each sHSP is either TREMBL or SWISS_PROT number.

loop that connects two anti-parallel β-strands (as indicated in Fig. 1a) and is localized at the interface of subunit–subunit interactions in the oligomers [22] (or implicated in Fig. 1c).
The Gly59 in M. tuberculosis Hsp16.3 (belonging to
bacterial class B subfamily [16]) existing as nonamers and
exhibiting chaperone-like activities in vitro [18, 24] was
then replaced via site-directed mutagenesis to understand
the roles of this Pro-Gly doublet. For this purpose, we
took advantage of the fact that the wild type Hsp16.3 protein contains neither cysteine nor tryptophan residues,
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two of the residues whose side chains can be effectively
probed in the protein due to the special chemical reactivity of the former and high fluorescence intensity of the
latter [25].
First, Gly59 in the Pro-Gly doublet of Hsp16.3 was
replaced by cysteine. Data presented in Fig. 1b clearly
demonstrate that an intersubunit disulfide bond was
spontaneously formed in the G59C mutant Hsp16.3 protein (lane 3). Such an intersubunit disulfide bond, however, was not detected in the L57C and D61C mutant
Hsp16.3 proteins (lanes 4-7 in Fig. 1b). Given that disul-
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fide bonds are only formed between two cysteine residues
being within about 6 Å from each other [26], these observations suggest that Gly59 residues on a certain pair of
subunits are close to each other in the wild type Hsp16.3
protein. Supporting this speculation is that the distance
between the side chains of a pair of Gly62 residues in
Hsp16.5 dimer (residue corresponding to Gly59 in
Hsp16.3) is slight closer than that between Leu60
residues, and is much closer than that between Asn64
residues (Fig. 1c).
To probe the topological location of Gly59 in the
wild type Hsp16.3 oligomers, we examined the exposure
status of the cysteine residues in the G59C mutant protein using DTNB, which is able to access and react with
those exposed sulfhydryl groups [19]. Data presented in
Fig. 1d demonstrate that the Cys59 residue in the G59C
mutant protein is buried and not accessible to DTNB
under normal conditions, but becomes exposed and thus
accessible to DTNB in the presence of urea at a relatively high concentration. Examination of the exposure status
of Cys59 upon heating was not successful due to the formation of aggregates of the G59C mutant protein at high
temperatures. The cysteine modification curves of 3 and 4
(Fig. 1d) obviously contain two phases (fast and slow). A
reasonable explanation for this observation is that the fast
phase might represent a fast unfolding and/or dissociation of the mutant protein in the presence of high concentrations of urea, and the slow phase a limited subunit
exchange process between the dissociated mutant protein
oligomers since the time scale of this phase is close to that
of subunit exchange as previously observed [27].
The tryptophan residue in the G59W mutant Hsp16.3
protein is also buried and is located within or near the subunit interfaces. Second, Gly59 in the Hsp16.3 protein was
replaced by tryptophan with its topological location in the
protein examined by recording its intrinsic fluorescence.
The introduction of a tryptophan residue indeed dramatically increases the apparent intrinsic fluorescence of the
Hsp16.3 protein (insert in Fig. 3a). The fact that the maximum emission wavelength of fluorescence is around
321 nm (insert in Fig. 3a) suggests that Trp59 is buried in
a hydrophobic environment. The exposure of Trp59 in the
presence of urea or upon heating is indicated by the red
shift of the maximum emission wavelengths (Figs. 3a and
3b).
A very striking observation is that the urea-induced
exposure of Trp59 in the G59W mutant protein was surprisingly accompanied with a dramatic increase in the fluorescence intensity (Fig. 3a). The most likely explanation
for this is that the urea induces the oligomers to dissociate
and this will in turn reduce the self-quenching of the tryptophan residues located close to each other at the subunit
interfaces [28]. Nevertheless, the priority of Trp fluorescence red shift to its intensity upon urea increase (Fig. 3a)
may imply an unfolding process leading to the exposure of
Trp occurring ahead of the subunit dissociation.

The G59W mutant Hsp16.3 protein exists predominantly as dimers rather than nonamers and exhibits efficient chaperone-like activity even at low temperature. It
was subsequently examined whether the replacement of
Gly59 in the Hsp16.3 protein would alter its oligomeric
structure and chaperone-like activity. Results of chemical
cross-linking analyses (Fig. 3c) demonstrate that the
G59W mutant Hsp16.3 protein predominantly exists as
dimer, whereas the G59A mutant protein (being a control
mutant protein) still appears as a nonamer similar to the
wild type protein. This observation indicates that Gly59
in Hsp16.3 is indeed located in a position that is important for the assembly of the protein.
Given that the Trp59 residue is buried under native
conditions and exposed upon heating (Fig. 3b), it is then
asked whether such exposure correlates with any increase
in chaperone-like activity, which would implicate the
involvement of the Pro-Gly doublet in substrate binding
for the wild type Hsp16.3. Data presented in Fig. 3d show
that the G59W mutant protein exhibits chaperone-like
activity at 25°C as efficiently as it does at 60°C, in contrast
to the wild type protein, which exhibited little at 25°C and
high activity only at a higher temperature (see also ref.
[18]).
Parallel examination on the G59C mutant protein
revealed that it exists as polydisperse oligomers rather
than as nonamers, is different in secondary structure content, and exhibits lower chaperone-like activity when
compared with the wild type protein (data not shown).
However, it is not very easy to explain these observations
since disulfide bonds are known to be critical for the folding and assembly of proteins in general [29] and cysteine
itself may interfere with the chaperone-like activity of
chaperones [17].

DISCUSSION
The Pro-Gly doublet is often involved in the formation of β-turn structure in proteins due to the unique
properties of the Pro and Gly residues [30, 31]. Our sitedirected mutagenesis studies of Gly59 for Hsp16.3 of M.
tuberculosis (a residue in a Pro-Gly doublet highly conserved in non-animal sHSPs) strongly demonstrate its
important direct role in the subunit–subunit interactions.
This conclusion is also well supported by the analysis on
the crystal structures of Hsp16.5 and Hsp16.9 [22, 23]
(Fig. 1c).
Our observations, summarized below, however, suggest the Gly59 residue of Hsp16.3 is not directly involved
in binding denatured substrate proteins. First, the G59W
mutant Hsp16.3 protein does not expose Trp59 at room
temperature but exhibits efficient chaperone-like activity
(Figs. 3b and 3d), and the exposure of Trp upon heating is
not correlated with a change in chaperone-like activity.
Second, the wild type Hsp16.3 protein exhibits efficient
BIOCHEMISTRY (Moscow) Vol. 71 Suppl. 1 2006
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of this region. For instance, one of the substrate-binding
sites for bovine αA- and αB-crystallin was identified as a
region containing these charged residues [34, 35]. These
charged residues, on the other hand, may also be important for protein oligomerization of animal sHSPs since
the region containing these charged residues in αB-crystallin was found to be involved in an interaction with αAcrystallin [36].
In our preliminary study [37], far-UV CD spectroscopy analysis revealed that the replacement of Gly59
by Trp leads to a significant disturbance of the secondary
structure of the Hsp16.3 protein, consistent with its effect
on oligomeric structure. More importantly, the behavior
of G59W mutant Hsp16.3 protein is very similar to that of
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chaperone-like activity and maintains its nonameric
structure in the presence of low concentrations of urea
(0.8 M) [27, 32], at which Trp59 in the G59W mutant
protein is not exposed (Fig. 3a). Additionally, supporting
this claim is the previous demonstration that the N-terminal region (2-35 residues) of the wild type Hsp16.3 protein is critical for substrate binding [33]. This claim, however, should not be taken as exclusive, given that it is based
on observations of the behavior of the G59W mutant
Hsp16.3 protein, where the degree of the exposure of the
Trp residue was examined in the absence of denatured
substrate proteins, which may induce such an exposure.
The substitution of this Pro-Gly doublet by charged
residues in the animal sHSPs may suggest a different role
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Fig. 3. Characterization of the G59W mutant Hsp16.3 protein. a) The tryptophan maximum emission wavelength (curve 1) and fluorescence intensity at the spectral maximum (curve 2) of the G59W mutant Hsp16.3 protein (0.2 mg/ml) are plotted against the urea concentration. The inset represents the intrinsic fluorescence spectra of the wild type (curve 1), G59A (curve 2), and G59W (curve 3) mutant
Hsp16.3 proteins (all being at 0.1 mg/ml). b) The tryptophan emission maximum wavelength of the G59W mutant Hsp16.3 protein
(0.1 mg/ml) is plotted against temperature increase applied to unfold the protein. c) SDS-PAGE analysis results of the wild type (lanes 24), G59A (lanes 5-7), and G59W (lanes 8-10) mutants of Hsp16.3 protein after cross-linking by glutaraldehyde for the indicated time intervals. d) The relative chaperone-like activities of the wild type, G59A, and G59W mutants of Hsp16.3 protein (curves 1-3, respectively) in
suppressing of the aggregation of insulin B molecules at the indicated temperatures. Each value represents the average of two independent
experiments.
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another mutant Hsp16.3 protein lacking nine residues
from the C-terminus [33] in that both predominantly
exist as dimers and exhibit efficient chaperone-like activities even at room temperature. These observations
strengthened the view that sHSPs, like Hsp16.3, exhibit
chaperone-like activities via oligomeric dissociation [18,
21, 27, 38]. Moreover, the existence of both as dimers is
in line with the recent report that Hsp16.3 protein was a
dodecamer using dimers as the assembling units [39].
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